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PERFECTLY PLANTED
Indigenus design and manufacture beautiful, durable architectural planters developed  
to uplift and enhance residential, hospitality and corporate environments. 

Our original and unique contemporary designs are generated in collaboration with leading 
designers, architects and artists who have a deep appreciation of the scenic quality of creative 
planting. The designers understand the impact great sculptural planters can have in an 
architectural site or landscape. With a shared vision, and under the guidance of director, 
Peter van der Post, the Indigenus designers set out to create remarkable and appealing designs 
that allow for a deeper human connection with nature while acting as magnificent art pieces 
in their own right.  

Using top quality materials our planters are honed by highly skilled artisans with great care 
and attention to strength, hardiness and finish. In knowing the practicalities of maintaining 
plants, especially for larger establishments, Indigenus planters are designed to be lightweight 
for stress free transportation and installation. And all our planters come with removable 
inner linings and water reservoirs for practical plant care indoors or out. 

Used as a single statement, a cluster, or a large configuration Indigenus planters are designed 
to be versatile in how and where they can be placed. For landscape designers, interior designers 
and architects they are perfect devices to increase a profound interactive experience as people 
move in and around a space.
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Terra
by Laurie Wiid van Heerden 
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Terra is a contemporary interpretation of the mid-twentieth  
century genre. This well proportioned range has been designed 
in van Heerden’s celebrated sublime and subtly curved style, 
combining the sensuality of pale grey concrete with the warm 
tones of carved wood. The elegantly tapered planters are placed  
on a solid Iroko leg base to give a sense of lightness and modernity 
and create an impression of open space. 

The versatility of the Terra planters allows them to stand well on 
their own, staggered together in various heights, in a loose cluster, 
or in a mid-century modern style lining a wall.
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Bhaca 
by Andile Dyalvane
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A completely personal and original range of concrete planters the 
Bhaca design reflects ceramicist Andile Dyalvane’s connection 
to his South African Xhosa roots while celebrating his mastery 
of an elemental material of choice - clay. He originally worked 
the designs in wet clay and then up-scaled them to cope with 
the rigours of being a large planter. The chosen work focuses on 
Andile’s signature scarification style, reflecting the Xhosa tradition 
of cutting or marking skin – hence the name “Bhaca”, the Xhosa 
word for scarification. 

Bhaca planters are perfect as sculptural statements in a garden or 
interior space. Finished in a fire-pit black, ash grey or a bleached 
white their scarification is applied on all sides of the planter.  
The twist of the form and the slashing strokes create a dynamic 
form making them ideal as independent pieces which can be seen 
from any angle. But set in a cluster they create a commanding spirit. 
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Tuber
by Haldane Martin
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“As humans we have an intuitive 
and deeply ingrained attraction 
to nature and a biological need 
for contact with the natural 
world, especially in our built 
environment.”

Haldane Martin, designer of the Tuber

Created to last generations and weather with character, the mighty 
Tuber is crafted from African Iroko, a hard timber often used 
for boatbuilding, flooring and outdoor furniture. The Tuber’s 
enduring strength is derived from individual cut pieces of wood 
bolted together internally with stainless steel pins and hand-
assembled into a pleasing bulbous form. 

As it names implies the Tuber sits as if it is rooted in the ground. 
It solid bearing means it can be interspersed randomly, bunched as 
a large centrepiece or grouped in large numbers to create exciting 
journeys through a vast space. The Tuber would be particularly 
suitable when creating an indoor forest installation.
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The Soma Collection 
by Laurie Wiid van Heerden
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With its clean curvaceous lines and immaculate finishes the 
Soma planters have become an iconic part of the Indigenus range. 
Inspired by the ‘anchoring presence’ of trees combined with the 
designer’s distinctive rounded sculptural style the Soma planters 
create a powerful impact on any landscape or interior. The Soma 
design celebrates the stone-like appearance of reinforced concrete 
and in various progressions of the design contrasts with organic 
elements in wood and cork. 

The Soma collection, the first collection van Heerden did for 
Indigenus, is an extremely versatile range. The planters can act like 
pillars punctuating a long vista or provide a shapely antidote to the 
rigid lines of architecture. They are perfect for solo placement on 
the ground, in a corner, or on a raised surface and are particularly 
effective assembled in varying heights.
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Soma comes in plain concrete, 
concrete and wood, and concrete 
and cork and has a wide variety 
of finishes in various heights and 
widths from large-scale pillars 
to small table-top models.
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“My designs mostly stem from 
simplicity of form. I’m obsessive 
about detail, both in terms of 
observing the world around me 
as part of my design process and in 
terms of how my pieces are made”.

Laurie Wiid van Heerden designer of The Soma
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Steen  
by Stefan Antoni and Greg Truen of  SAOTA
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As leading architects of the world-renowned practise SAOTA, 
Antoni and Truen are known for their uncompromising 
contemporary design with a philosophy of simplicity, restraint 
and refinement of materials. For Steen, which means ‘stone’ in 
Afrikaans, they took their inspiration from the dramatic boulders 
found on the coastal cliffs around Cape Town. The range features 
an unusual horizontal orientation in stylized forms which are 
powerful and bold, yet delicately poised. 

Made from glass-reinforced concrete, which is lighter than regular 
concrete the Steen range has been given a beautiful buffed suede-
like finish in concrete grey, limestone white and boulder black. The 
three sizes work particularly well when grouped together and can 
be endlessly configured to dramatic effect. Their chiselled profile 
works beautifully at eye level however they are at their best seen 
from above offering an endless dance of potential placement.
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Hancock  
by Gregor Jenkin
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As a designer–maker Gregor Jenkin took his cue from the pure 
practical forms of the Shakers who avoided all unnecessary forms of 
ornament and focused instead on simple structure and painstaking 
workmanship. The uncomplicated silhouette of the Hancock 
is engineered in Jenkin’s signature heavy gauge hot-rolled steel, 
which if left outdoors, weathers in intricate patterning and detail.  
The design detail is in the tongue and rivet structure, similar to the 
Shaker style, forming a graceful line that zig-zags down the planter.

Because of Jenkin’s contemporary twist to an antique style, 
Hancock planters work well in both urban or country environments 
especially where there is a moody atmosphere and fall off of light 
which shows up the riveting. Like much of his furniture they are 
designed not to overwhelm a space but have a stealth-like presence 
with just enough subtle detailing to draw attention to the viewer.
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OUR DESIGNERS

Peter van der Post is the visionary behind Indigenus, a committed design entrepreneur who 
saw the potential for considered well-designed contemporary planters which would elevate 
architectural spaces and landscapes. Since its inception in 2014 he has grown the stable 
of designs with a simple philosophy that the Indigenus planters should be ‘extraordinary, 
intelligent, and enduring’. To achieve this he set out, right at the beginning to collaborate 
with the best designers, artists and architects.

Peter van der Post
Haldane Martin is a prolific industrial designer specialising in furniture and interior design 
who believes that iconic design must marry innovation, beauty, relevance and timelessness. 
He seamlessly integrates indigenous craft, bio-mimicry, and sustainable production with 
modern technology and digital design into his award-winning work which includes the 
famous Zulu Mama chair and interiors for the much-lauded Truth Coffee – voted The Best 
Coffee Shop in the World by MSN travel. 

Haldane Martin

Andile Dylavane is one of Africa’s most original and renowned ceramicists who has exhibited 
extensively in Denmark, France, the US and Taiwan. In 2016 he had a solo exhibition at the 
Freidman Bender Gallery in New York and has work in permanent collections in museums 
from Cape Town to Taipei.

Andile Dylavane
Architects Greg Truen and Stefan Antoni of SAOTA share a distinctive design vision that 
has shaped their partnership of 20 years. Based on a clear language of function meeting 
form and in the pursuit of true architectural design their large practise is in demand across 
the globe. SAOTA have completed buildings in a staggering 86 countries.

Greg Truen & Stefan Antoni of SAOTA 

Laurie Wiid van Heerden creates products and objects that can be seen as the interface 
between art and design – where materials are transformed into life-enriching durable 
products. With an extensive portfolio of work for such a young designer van Heerden has 
won many accolades and has exhibited at Guild, 100% Design, Design Days Dubai, Design 
Miami and Design Basel.

Laurie Wiid van Heerden 
Gregor Jenkin’s furniture is collected around the world and comes from a very small studio 
production line where he and a team of three work on every single piece. He modestly 
describes himself as a maker rather than a designer because his designs come out of his 
hands-on experimental making process. His covetable refined designs can be found 
displayed at many leading shows and galleries and in major retailers like The Conran Shop.

Gregor Jenkin
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SPECIFICATIONS
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MATERIALS

MAINTENANCE

Components 
The planters are made of two or three parts. The concrete, wood 
or metal base, the plastic liner and in some designs a separate top 
of wood or cork. Depending on the size of the planter it will arrive 
complete and ready for planting or it will come in two boxes and 
will need assembling. Assembling is a very easy process. 

Positioning 
and Drainage
Upon delivery you will find the liner resting on a ledge within the 
planter. Remove the liner and inner ledge and put aside to place 
the base in desired position. It is advised that you determine the 
final position before putting in the planted liner as the combined 
weight will be considerable and more difficult to move without 
damaging or scratching the base. 

The concrete and metal bases have a rubber bung at the bottom. 
The wooden planters are open at the bottom. If the planter is 
to be used outdoors where it will be exposed to rain remove the 
rubber bung that is within the base to allow water to flow through 
and out onto the floor. If the planter is being used indoors or is 
covered from the rain, then ensure the bung is tightly secured to 
avoid leaking onto the floor. 

The Liner
The liner for all planters consists of three pieces
1. The bucket with inner ledge
2. The watering pipe and level indicator
3. A rubber stopper at the bottom of the bucket

First determine whether the planter will be exposed to rain or 
undercover. If rain falls directly on to the plant, then remove the 
rubber stopper from the base of the bucket. This will allow the 
rainfall water to pass through the liner and not water-log the plant. 
Next place the inner ledge into the bucket with the round hole for 
the pipe raised at the highest point. Then place the pipe into the hole.  
The liner can now be placed into the planter ready for planting. You may 
need to shift slightly to align the wood/cork top and base as there is 
a tolerance allowed for in the design due to the variances found with 
natural materials.

Watering
The plant liner is designed for watering on a bi-weekly basis depending 
on the environment and the season. The base holds a reservoir of water 
into which the roots will eventually grow and from where the plant will 
draw water. In the first few months of planting you may need to either 
water more frequently or fill the liner to hold enough to insure the 
plant gets properly watered. Determining the balance of this will take a 
little bit of trial and error and will change between winter and summer.  
Once the plant is established and the balance is found, you will find that 
only occasional watering will ensure the good health of your plants. 

Planting
Always use the liners. Never fill the planter with soil or water 
and do not plant directly into the base. All our planters have 
been designed to work in conjunction with the liners and not to 
withstand the ground force of being filled with earth. Filling the 
base with soil will void any warranty. 

Timber 
Indigenus woods can be ordered raw or oiled and sealed.  
Raw it will age and grey into a beautiful hue. If sitting outdoors 
this process will happen faster than indoors. Due to the nature 
of timber it can split and crack. This could be a result of the 
climatic conditions under which the original tree grew, which 
influence the mineral and oil content of the timber, and also any 
weaknesses in the structure of the wood itself. It is impossible to 
tell in advance how a piece of timber is going to respond through 
the years. The drier and sunnier the climate the faster cracks may 
happen. Indoors air conditioning and heating can also dry out 
timber. Regular oiling of the wood does feed and protect it from 
cracking and if cracks appear Balcotan glue can be pressed into 
cracks to slow the expansion process. Whilst our wood elements 
have been designed to last many years they will weather and crack 
along the way. Clients need to decide to go with the greying 
and cracking of the natural wood or oiling and sealing regularly 
which darkens the wood but protects it from the elements.  
The wood may also leak pigments. This is a natural process which 
can be cleaned off the floor using normal cleaning methods. 
These pigments do not stain.

Concrete 
During the first 12-18 months and depending on whether the planter 
is exposed to rain, the wood may leak pigment on to the concrete. 
This is not a problem as it is a natural process and can be remedied. 
The concrete has been sealed to prevent the pigments from the wood 
from bonding with the concrete but it is best you react as soon as you 
can. The pigment appears to stain the concrete but can be removed 
by gently scouring the concrete surface with a light scouring pad and 
liquid soap. Do not rub with sandpaper or a metal scourer as this can 
remove the sealant. Small micro-cracks may appear on the surface 
of the concrete after some time. This is known as “crazing” and will 
happen in most instances.  It is only on the surface and is part of the 
natural process and look of the glass-reinforced concrete and will not 
compromise the strength or lifespan of the concrete.

Cork 
Like the wood the cork will grey and age with time. The natural 
resins in our cork that bind it will keep for years and, just as a cork 
in a bottle of wine, the cork will resist damage from being wet. The 
cork does not require regular maintenance but to renew the surface 
it can be lightly sanded with 220grit sandpaper revealing fresh dark 
cork and therefore removing the grey should this be your preference.

Steel
To preserve the lustre of the metal, the metal should be treated regularly 
with raw floor wax rubbed on with a soft cloth.
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info@indigenus.co.za 
For your nearest distributor 
see www.indigenus.co.za
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www.indigenus.co.za


